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The queer natural law is an ethical framework at the intersection of queer theory, queer 
theology, and the natural law ethical tradition largely used in Roman Catholic moral 
theology. As a framework, queer natural law adopts the eudaimonist, realist, and 
teleological emphases of the natural law virtue ethics tradition exemplified by Thomas 
Aquinas and restored by revisionist natural lawyers, and it refines the operations of these 
normative emphases through queer theory’s critical investigation of conceptual 
normativity. Conceived as a dynamic dialectical enterprise, queer theory offers to the 
natural law tradition a toolset for a more comprehensive assessment of human nature, 
specifically by taking a critical look at the operation of heteronormativity in normative 
frameworks. Symbiotically, the natural law tradition offers to queer theory a scaffold for 
conceiving of an ethics based in equality and nondiscrimination that allows queer 
theory’s ethical impulses to avoid postmodernity’s tendency towards circularity in ethical 
reasoning, precisely by grounding queer theory’s ethical motivations in a participatory 
discourse based in universal human goods. Using sexuality as a test case, this dissertation 
proceeds in four chapters. In the first, the notion of a queer natural law is explained in 
more detail. In the second, an account of human flourishing compatible with the queer 
natural law is articulated. In the third, a review of two natural law accounts of sexuality—
magisterial and revisionist—is conducted. In the fourth and final chapter, differences 
between a revisionist natural law account of sexuality and a queer natural law account of 
sexuality are explored, defending the queer natural law thesis that the telos of sex is 
inter/personal pleasure. 
	 iv	























































































































1.0  QUEER THEORY, QUEER THEOLOGY, AND THE NATURAL LAW: 
PROSPECTS FOR RAPPROCHEMENT 
	

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.2 RESPONDING TO THE POST-MODERN CRITIQUE OF HUMAN 
FLOURISHING  





































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.2.2 Postmodernism without Anti-Realism: Criteria for a Queer Natural Law 































































































































































2.3 THOMAS’S EPISTEMOLOGY AND THEORY OF COGNITION: A 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.1 AUGUSTINE’S ARCHITECTONIC STRUCTURE FOR MAGISTERIAL 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.0  A QUEER NATURAL LAW THEOLOGY OF SEXUALITY 
4.1  INTRODUCTION: FROM REVISIONIST NATURAL LAW TO QUEER 
































4.2  CONFRONTING REVISIONIST NATURAL LAW HETEROSEXISM 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2.2 Analyzing Revisionist Natural Law Heterosexism 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2.2.2 The Heterosexism of Arguments Invoking Intrinsic Connections Between 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3 SEXUALITY AS ORDERED TO INTER/PERSONAL PLEASURE: 









































































































































































































































4.4 EXCURSUS: THE CONTOURS OF A SEXUAL ETHICS OF 





























































































5.0  CONCLUSION—BEYOND HOMOSEXUALITY: THE PROMISE OF 
QUEER NATURAL LAW  
	
































































































































































5.3 WHERE TO GO? HORIZONS FOR A QUEER NATURAL LAW  
As	Halberstam	noted	in	their	observation	about	the	scope	of	queer	theory’s	
normative	reach,	the	framework	of	queer	theory	not	only	encompasses	critical	
thinking	about	sexuality,	but	thinks	about	how	the	superstructure	of	
heteronormative	thinking	has	given	intelligibility	to	other	ideas	that	might	not	
initially	be	thought	of	as	connected	to	heterosexuality.	In	a	similar	spirit,	I	want	to	
suggest	two	other	directions	for	a	queer	natural	law	to	explore	in	subsequent	
projects:	gender	identity	and	the	common	good.		
	 Within	queer	theory,	it	is	very	difficult	to	separate	questions	of	gender	
identity	from	questions	of	sexuality,	and	this	observation	becomes	all	the	more	
irresistible	to	the	extent	that	one	takes	seriously	the	existence	of	persons	whose	
gender	identities	confound	the	gender-and-sex	binaries	we’ve	constructed	for	
making	sense	of	our	bodies.	One	question	that	beckons	for	an	answer	then,	is	how	to	
think	ethically	from	the	normative	value	of	equality	when	we	think	about	the	lives	
led	by	transgender	and	intersex	persons	in	our	theological	frameworks?	Work	has	
already	been	done	on	this	score,	both	by	queer	theorists	like	Jack	Halberstam	and	by	
queer	non-Catholic	theologians	like	Susannah	Cornwall.6	The	Catholic	conversation,	
however,	has	tended	to	lag	behind.	Revisionists,	as	a	group,	tend	to	think	about	sex-
identity	as	more	or	less	culturally	unconditioned,	while	thinking	about	gender	as	
																																																								
6	See,	for	example,	Judith	Halberstam,	In	a	Queer	Time	and	Place:	Transgender	Bodies,	Subcultural	
Lives	(New	York:	New	York	University	Press,	2006),	and	Susannah	Cornwall,	Sex	and	Uncertainty	in	
the	Body	of	Christ	(New	York:	Routledge,	2010).		
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culturally	conditioned.7	The	challenge	that	queer	theorists,	particularly	Judith	Butler,	
have	posed	to	this	framework	is	to	think	of	sex	itself	as	constructed—which	does	
not	entail	a	denial	of	the	materiality	of	the	body	(which	would	be	absurd),	but	does	
entail	a	denial	of	the	idea	the	materiality	of	the	body	can	be	mediated	to	us	without	
social	categories.8	What	signification	our	bodies	give	depends	on	how	we	read	the	
“signs”	of	our	bodies,	something	that	is	clearly	the	case	with	intersex	persons	for	
whom	the	dividing	line	between	‘male’	and	‘female’	is	ambiguous.	Elsewhere	I	have	
begun	to	think	about	what	it	would	mean	to	think	beyond	the	gender-and-sex	
binary	and	to	let	the	lives	that	transgender	persons	lead	help	us	think	through	sex	
and	gender	development	more	broadly	within	the	natural	law	tradition,	but	a	much	
fuller	account	of	gender	identity	needs	to	be	developed	within	this	natural	law	
idiom	in	order	to	be	adequate.9	
	 Last	is	the	question	of	what	constitutes	the	common	good	in	a	queer	natural	
law	ethical	perspective.	What	such	considerations	invite	is	a	critical	formulation	of	
the	intersection	of	queer	politics	and	the	natural	law,	and	it	asks	about	which	sorts	
of	conditions	best	realize	justice	at	a	societal	level.	In	Catholic	natural	law	
conversations,	to	ask	such	a	question	is	to	bring	to	the	fore	questions	about	what	
constitutes	the	common	good—famously	defined	in	Gaudium	et	Spes	as	“the	sum	of	
those	conditions	of	social	life	which	allow	social	groups	and	their	individual	
																																																								
7	For	this	view,	consult	works	written	particularly	by	feminist	natural	lawyers.	See,	for	example,	Lisa	
Cahill’s	Sex,	Gender,	and	Christian	Ethics	(New	York:	Cambridge	University	Press,	1996),	82ff,	and	her	
recent	A	Theology	and	Praxis	of	Gender	Equality	(Bengaluru,	India:	Dharmaran	Publications,	2018),	4-
6.	This	view	is	also	expressed	in	Cristina	Traina’s	major	work	on	gender	Feminist	Ethics	and	the	
Natural	Law:	The	End	of	the	Anathemas	(Washington	DC:	Georgetown	University	Press,	1999),	1-7,	et	
passim.		
8	Judith	Butler,	Bodies	the	Matter:	On	the	Discursive	Limits	of	Sex	(New	York:	Routledge,	1993).	
9	Craig	A.	Ford,	Jr.	“Transgender	Bodies,	Catholic	Schools,	and	a	Queer	Natural	Law	Theology	of	
Exploration,”	Journal	of	Moral	Theology	18.1	(2018):	70-98.		
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members	relatively	thorough	and	ready	access	to	their	own	fulfillment”10—and	
about	how	to	realize	the	goals	of	Catholic	Social	Teaching.	In	queer	conversations,	
the	question	of	“the	political”	has	been	particularly	lively.	There	are,	for	example,	a	
variety	of	questions	about	what	sort	of	shape	queer	activism	should	take—for	
example,	does	“queerness”	support	of	a	politics	of	marriage	equality,	or	political	
initiatives	to	be	included	within	the	United	States	army?	But	equally,	there	have	
been	conversations	at	a	philosophical	level.	The	most	famous—if	not	also	the	most	
controversial—intervention	has	been	and	still	remains	Lee	Edelman’s	No	Future,	in	
which	he	argued	that	the	political	significance	of	queer	life	is	to	be	opposed	to	the	
politics	of	reproductive	futurism,	a	politics	that	conscripts	queer	bodies	into	
supporting	what	we’ve	broadly	identified	as	heterosexual	culture.	Instead,	
according	to	Edelman,	queer	bodies	always	represent	(and	moreover,	should	strive	
to	represent)	that	which	does	not	invest	in	heterosexual	culture,	that	which,	to	use	
Edelman’s	words,	imagines	the	value	of	queerness	in	“its	resistance	to	a	Symbolic	
reality	that	only	ever	invests	us	as	subjects	insofar	as	we	invest	ourselves	in	it,	
clinging	to	its	governing	fictions,	its	persistent	sublimations,	as	reality	itself.”11	
	 Edelman	has	received	a	variety	of	critical	responses:	his	views	have	been	
criticized	both	on	the	basis	of	race,12	on	the	basis	of	gender,13	and	on	theo-political	
																																																								
10	Vatican	II,	Gaudium	et	Spes	(07	December	1965),	no.	26.		
11	Lee	Edelman,	No	Future:	Queer	Theory	and	the	Death	Drive	(Durham,	NC:	Duke	University	Press,	
2004).	For	a	precis	of	his	argument,	see	his	essay	“Ever	After:	History,	Negativity,	and	the	Social,”	
South	Atlantic	Quarterly	106.3	(Summer	2007):	469-476.		
12	José	Esteban	Muñoz,	Cruising	Utopia:	The	Then	and	There	of	Queer	Futurity	(New	York:	New	York	
University	Press,	2009),	91-94.		
13	Judith	Halberstam,	The	Queer	Art	of	Failure	(Durham,	NC:	Duke	University	Press,	2011),	106-110.		
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grounds,14	but	the	common	thread	running	through	them	all	is	that	Edelman’s	
framework	does	not	sufficiently	allow	for	how	queerness,	as	lived,	is	indeed	a	
political	project	that	is	nevertheless,	in	some	way,	authentically	transformational.		
Indeed,	one	queer	theorist	who	has	thought	deeply	about	conceiving	of	queerness	as	
a	transformation	political	project	without	giving	in	to	assimilationist	thinking	is	Jack	
Halberstam.15	A	queer	natural	law	account	might	think	with	Halberstam	at	this	
intersection,	at	the	various	tensions	that	exert	themselves	when	thinking	through	
the	value	of	non-exclusivity	while	nevertheless	trying	to	articulate	a	general	concept	
of	justice	that	allows	for	the	flourishing	of	all.		
	 Other	possible	intersections	remain.	For	example,	queer	theologians	
continue	to	ask	about	the	ramifications	of	a	different	anthropology	on	thinking	
about	the	Christian	tradition	in	general.16	Linn	Marie	Tonstad,	for	her	part,	has	
begun	to	think	at	the	intersections	of	queer	theory,	queer	theology,	and	post-
industrial	capitalism.17	Other	queer	thinkers	write	at	the	intersection	of	queer	
theology	and	eco-theology,	18		and	still	other	queer	theologians	write	in	the	area	of	
																																																								
14	Susannah	Cornwall,	Un/Familiar	Theology:	Reconceiving	Sex,	Reproduction,	and	Generativity	(New	
York:	Bloomsbury,	2017),	136-137.		
15	See	Judith	Halberstam’s	The	Queer	Art	of	Failure,	and	Jack	Halberstam,	Gaga	Feminism:	Sex,	Gender,	
and	the	End	of	Normal	(Boston:	Beacon	Press,	2012).		
16	See,	for	example,	Andy	Buechel’s	That	We	Might	Become	God:	The	Queerness	of	Creedal	Christianity	
(Eugene,	OR:	Cascade	Books,	2015),	or	Laurel	Schneider’s	“Promiscuous	Incarnation,”	in	The	
Embrace	of	Eros:	Bodies,	Desires,	and	Sexuality	in	Christianity,	ed.,	Margaret	D.	Kamitsuka	
(Minneapolis:	Fortress	Press,	2010),	231-246.		
17	Linn	Marie	Tonstad,	“The	Entrepreneur	and	the	Big	Drag:	Risky	Affirmation	in	Capital’s	Time,”	in	
Sexual	Disorientations:	Queer	Temporalities,	Affects,	Theologies	(New	York:	Fordham	University	Press,	
2018),	218-239.		
18	Jacob	J.	Erickson,	“Theophanic	Materiality,”	in	Entangled	Worlds:	Religion,	Science,	and	New	
Materialisms,	ed.,	Catherin	Keller	and	Mary-Jane	Rubenstein	(New	York:	Fordham	University	Press,	
2017),	203-220.		
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ethics	in	registers	that	do	not	invoke	the	natural	law.19	But	perhaps	the	most	
important	element	about	which	to	remark	when	speaking	of	queer	theology	is	the	
observation	that	one	does	not	know	exactly	where	it	will	lead.	The	legacy	of	queer	
theology	that	descends	from	Marcella	Althaus-Reid	is	that	queer	theology	“has	its	
own	deconstructive	forces,	its	own	instabilities	and	imprecisions	which	always	
create	new	ways	of	understanding.	This	has	made	theology	something	still	worth	
the	effort,	a	path	of	permanent	revelation	and	rediscovery	of	the	engagement	
between	the	sensual	and	divine	in	our	lives.”20	And	Mark	Jordan,	in	his	
characteristically	moving	style,	writes	of	queer	theology	that	“the	hope	is	that	we	
will	be	able	to	make	pedagogical	structures,	text-schools,	scripts	for	ethical	
performance,	that	enable	someone	to	hear	more	than	what	we	know	to	say.”21	
Whatever	comes	of	queer	natural	law,	the	hope	is	that	it	will	share	in	that	spirit,	
allowing	the	ethical	values	of	equality	and	non-exclusivity	to	permit	more	voices	to	
tell	us	what	it	means	to	be	the	human	beings	God	has	created	us	to	be.	
	
																																																								
19	Robyn	Henderson-Espinoza,	“Perversion,	Ethics,	and	Creative	Disregard,”	in	Indecent	Theologians:	
Marcella	Althaus-Reid	and	the	Next	Generation	of	Postcolonial	Activists,	ed.,	Nicholas	Panotto	
(Alameda,	CA:	Borderless	Press,	2016),	213-239.		
20	Marcella	Althaus-Reid,	Indecent	Theology:	Theological	Perversions	in	Sex,	Gender,	and	Politics	(New	
York:	Routledge,	2000),	148-149.		
21	Mark	Jordan,	“In	Search	of	Queer	Theology	Lost,”	in	Sexual	Disorientations,	296-309,	at	306.		
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